Cleveland Steel Container
Important Update - March 8, 2018
• Steel Update - Tariffs/Section 232
• PMI (Purchasing Managers Index)
• Steel Tariff Articles

(Click to Watch the Video)

On March 1, President Trump purposed to implement a 25% tariff on steel imports and 10% on aluminum imports. The tariffs fall under the guise
of protecting national security or section 232. Many customers are asking us what will the impact of the tariffs mean to them in regards to steel
pail pricing and supply.
First of all, we buy our steel on a contract. We hardly ever buy steel on the spot market. By having a contract, the supply of steel is locked-in.
Our steel pricing and price change mechanism are based on an index for cold roll steel. Our pricing is reviewed and changed quarterly based on
the price difference between the current quarter and the previous quarter. When the price change is relatively small, what we commonly refer to
as "no blood", we do not implement a market/customer price adjustment, up or down.
Our last market/customer price adjustment based on the price of steel was in Q2-2017. Since then, we received the following minor quarterly
steel price adjustments that we did not pass along to you.
Q3-2017: increase
Q4-2017: decrease
Q1-2018: increase
Q2-2018: increase
The totality of the above steel price adjustments equal an overall cost increase of our metal buy for the next three months. However, in staying
true to our philosophy of not making small "no blood" market/customer price adjustments, CSC will not be announcing a price increase for
Q2-2018.

As you can see in the above graph, steel prices have been increasing even before the news regarding the tariffs. Now with the upward
movement and tariffs, steel pricing will continue to increase. At this point, every single indicator points to a significant steel price increase
for Q3-2018.
While your first impulse may be to order more pails than you need to beat the increase, please remember that we do not carry enough steel
for excessive additional orders above and beyond your forecast. The lead-time for steel is about 3-months and it is almost impossible to react
quickly to a steel shortage in that time frame.

Below is a meaningful graph from ISM® report on business for February. One of the key metrics that we look at is the PMI (Purchasing
Managers Index). The PMI is a good economic indicator because it is derived from five key manufacturing factors: new orders, production,
inventory levels, supplier deliveries and employment. A PMI number of more than 50 represents a growing economy. February's number was
60.8%. The highest it has been since May of 2004.

At Cleveland Steel Container our first priority is to "make good pails and deliver them on-time". We will continue to keep you updated as more
information develops regarding the tariffs. If you have any questions please reach out to your CSC Sales Manager or you may contact me. I
have provided links for several different news articles regarding the tariffs for your viewing.
Trump holds firm on steel tariffs (Video)
House Speaker Ryan Breaks With Trump Over Steel Tariffs
Trump to Impose Steep Aluminum and Steel Tariffs
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